
CENTRAL ELECTRICITY AUTHORITY
Power Communication Development Division

AGENDA FOR THE 106th CENTRAL PTCC MEETING

Date: 25th May 2018

Venue: Evershine Keys Prima Resort,
C.T.S. No. 182, Gautam Road,
Mahabaleshwar, Maharashtra
Contact Person:
Sh. Kapil, Hotel Manager
M-9075019819

PGCIL Officer Contact details for logistic support:
Shri RR Yadav, Chief Manager
M-9422808567

Time: 10:30 Hrs.

A. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING

The Minutes of the 105th Central PTCC meeting held on 10th November, 2017 at Kochi were
prepared and circulated by CEA. The same were also uploaded in the website
http://www.cea.nic.in. No comments have so far been received.

Members may like to confirm the minutes.

B. FOLLOW-UP ACTION ON DECISIONS TAKEN IN THE LAST CLPTCC MEETING

B.1 Ensuring ‘Zero Level’ on unguarded power crossings

In the last meeting, CGM, BSNL, Jabalpur opined that there should be more vigilance by BSNL
personnel about the matter of unguarded power crossings. It was suggested that DETs during
SLPTCC meetings might also go for random site visit to check this aspect. CGM, BSNL Assam
circle had opined that this item might be included as standing agenda of every SLPTCC
meeting. It was also decided that DETs would seek complete data of line crossings from the
power utilities. DETs, BSNL may inform the status.

Member may deliberate.

B.2       Computerization of PTCC Route Approval Process

In the last meeting, regarding use of existing ONLINE PTCC portal, power utilities expressed
difficulties. It was informed that there was no separate categorization of lines i.e. 220kV, 400kV,
765kV. Utilities were not able to get the SMS alert at each stage like BSNL marking is over,
Railway marking is over, Defense NOC has come, CEA IV Computations is released, etc. CEA
informed that they were not able to upload IV comments.

BSNL had informed that due to limitation of infrastructure / hardware, power authority can
upload documents with file size of up to 5 MB only. SMS alert at each stage is not possible with
present server. He stated that after generation of Unique Registration Number, file tracking was
possible. For PGCIL, user id in each state has been provided and all new proposal of PGCIL
from that particular state will be registered through the allotted user ID. CGM, BSNL, Jabalpur



had stated that authorization of procurement of Server was accorded to QA and Inspection
circle by BSNL Headquarter, and assured that before the next CLPTCC meeting new hardware
/ Server would be installed. There would be improvement in the process of computerization like
processing speed, limitation of uploading of certain documents like Topomap etc. which are
being faced currently due to capacity constraints of existing server.

Chief Engineer, CEA suggested that the feedback received from TSTRANSCO and CEA in the
last CLPTCC meeting might be taken care of suitably. DET Chennai stated that all feedback
and suggestions would be utilized. It was decided that BSNL would form a Sub-Committee with
members from CEA, BSNL, Railways, Defense and Power Utilities to review and study the
suggestions/feedback for development of the Portal.

CEA in the last meeting stated that names of representatives for the Sub-Committee, from
power side would be suggested by them, and accordingly CEA has sent the details (a copy is
enclosed at Annex-I).

Members may deliberate.

B.3 SLPTCC Meetings

In the last meeting, it was decided that in every State Level PTCC meeting, the concerned
State would furnish status of power lines already charged, as well as power lines under
construction, along with their PTCC Route approval status. This should be a permanent
agenda. It was also decided that frequency of SLPTCC meetings should remain unchanged i.e.
once in three months.

BSNL in the last meeting, informed that OPTCL had charged few lines without PTCC. It was
decided that BSNL would take up with Heads of concerned Discoms and also OPTCL, and in
such cases, post facto PTCC approval is required.

Members may deliberate.

B.4 Nomination of members from DISCOMs for SLPTCC meetings

In the last meeting, DETs (PTCC), BSNL, Eastern, Western, Southern and Northern Region
had provided nomination information. Regarding pending nomination, it was decided that
Chairman, SLPTCC would take up the matter with the State’ Discoms who were yet to furnish
their nominations for the SLPTCC.

Members may deliberate.

B.5 Non submission of PTCC proposal of SLPTCC/CLPTCC by PTCUL

(i) Charging of transmission lines without PTCC Route Approval

In the last CLPTCC meeting, DET, PTCC, BSNL, Northern Region informed that out of 13 nos.
cases of PTCUL, RAC was issued for one case. BSNL telecom details were provided for 12 nos.
to PTCUL for IV comments. PTCUL had requested CEA to impart training for IV calculation
method. PTCUL deputed five officers for training in CEA on 23/10/17 and CEA had imparted
training on IV calculations on 23rd and 24th Oct., 2017. It was decided that PTCUL would submit
expeditiously the Induced Voltage calculations of their cases to BSNL. It was also suggested that
other states can also send officers to CEA for obtain training on IV computations.

Members may deliberate.



(ii) Other cases of non-submission of PTCC Proposals

In the last meeting, DET, BSNL, PTCC, Northern Region informed that Haryana, UP, HP, J&K
and DISCOMs of Delhi were not submitting the power proposals for PTCC clearance. It was
decided that the matter might be taken up in SLPTCC meetings.

Members may deliberate.

B.6 Delay in submission of telecommunication details from Defense

In the last meeting, Defense representative informed that they had identified Zones, and reiterated
that he would take up the case of finalization of nodal centre for different zones, through Director
(Signals), Army Head Quarter for further action.

Members may deliberate.

B.7 Improper Submission of BSNL Telecom Details

In the last meeting, CEA pointed out the difference in quality of BSNL telecom information
forwarded to CEA from DET, North Zone and DET, South Zone. It was stated that DET, North
Zone forwards directly the details received from concerned field officers whereas, DET, south
Zone compiles all the details and ensure that the same details are properly marked in Topo map.
It was decided that DET, North Zone, BSNL would furnish BSNL Telecom details to CEA in a
proper manner.

Members may deliberate.

B.8 Scrutiny Reports issued by CEA

In the last meeting, CEA informed that they were issuing scrutiny report of PTCC proposals
received from power utilities and it was observed that the response to CEA scrutiny report was
not encouraging.  If Power Utilities reply the queries raised by CEA in scrutiny report urgently
then the delay in processing PTCC cases could be avoided. DET, SZ, BSNL stated that it had
been observed that many a times the utilities for measurement of soil resistivity did not
consider electrode distance of 50 meters, which is stipulated in PTCC Manual. It was decided
that Power utilities must follow PTCC manual meticulously. It was also decided that Power
Authorities would reply to queries raised by CEA or BSNL expeditiously.

Members may deliberate.

B.9 Pending PTCC proposals

In the last meeting, DET, Mumbai had informed that GETCO was not sending properly the
PTCC proposal and not attending SLPTCC meeting also. It was decided that Chairman,
SLPTCC would take up the matter with GETCO for attending the SLPTCC meetings. In case
the proposal is not properly submitted then DET, BSNL should immediately return the same to
GETCO indicating deficiencies. It was decided that CEA would take up the matter with GETCO
for 220kV and above transmission lines.

Members may deliberate.

B.10 Review of ‘Time Limit’ for various steps involved in PTCC clearance for Renewable
Power Plants

In the last CLPTCC meeting, it was decided that the ‘Time Limits’ for various steps involved in
PTCC clearance for Renewable Power Plants and Traction circuits would be provisionally
revised as under. It was also decided that the experience of these revised time limits would be
discussed in the next meeting.



For 33 kV D/C and above up to 132 kV Power Lines (Central Cases)

Furnishing telecom details by P&T / Railway / Army 3 weeks
Scrutinizing the details, preparing copies & forwarding
to concerned Electricity Board by DET PTCC

1 week

Furnishing I.V. calculations by Electricity Board and
endorsing copies to all concerned

3 weeks

Furnishing recommendations by Railway /Army 2 weeks
Final examination & Issue of certificate 1 weeks
Total 10 weeks

For Approval of Power Lines above 132 kV (Central Cases)

Furnishing telecom details by P&T / Railway / Army 6 weeks
Scrutinizing the details, preparing copies & forwarding
to concerned Electricity Board by DET PTCC

1 week

Furnishing I.V. calculations by Electricity Board and
endorsing copies to all concerned

3 weeks

Furnishing recommendations by Railway /Army 2 weeks
Final examination & Issue of certificate 1 weeks
Total 13 weeks

Members may deliberate.

B.11 PTCC approval of HVDC Earth Electrode

PGCIL has constructed ±800kV Alipuduar HVDC station. LILO of both the poles of ±800kV
HVDC Biswanath Chariyali – Agra Transmission Line is done at Alipuduar HVDC station.
110kV earth electrode of 33 KM length is being constructed from Alipuduar HVDC station
to the electrode station at Mathabhanga.

To look into the issue of induction in HVDC circuits, based on decision taken in the 104 th

CLPTCC meeting, BSNL, Jabalpur office vide letter dated 21/9/2017 formed a sub-
committee comprising members from BSNL, CEA and PGCIL, under chairmanship of PGM,
BSNL, EZ. In the last meeting, it was decided that BSNL authorities would collect the
information from the vendors regarding the value of short term peak withstand current capacity
(along with duration) of the copper telecom cables / end equipment. It was also decided that
PGCIL would arrange field test in this regard during planned shutdown of HVDC line.

The Sub-committee discussed the issue on 13/04/2018. A copy of Gist of discussions is enclosed
at Annex-II.

Members may deliberate.

B.12 Charging of 33kV Power line from Pulwai to PDCIL, Gadwal, Mahboobnagar,
Telangana

DET, BSNL, South Zone had reported that M/s Solar Arise has erected 33kV T/L from
Pulwai to PDCIL, Gadwall in Mahboobnagar district of Telangana State without PTCC
clearance on 26/06/2016. Further, BSNL informed that the line caused heavy induction
over nearby BSNL Telecom cables resulting in burning of a few Telephone Exchange cards
and heavy loss to BSNL. The issue was discussed in the SLPTCC meeting held at
Hyderabad in the presence of TSTRANSCO and BSNL authorities. Regarding losses



suffered by BSNL, it was decided in the last meeting that BSNL would form a sub-committee
comprising CEA, BSNL, TS TRANSCO, TS SPDCL and M/s Solar Arise to look into the matter.
CEA has already sent its nomination for the above Sub-Committee. Regarding PTCC approval,
Induced voltage calculations were done by Southern Power Distribution Company of TS Limited.
DET, Chennai has issued Route Approval Certificate on 07/12/2017.

Now the line is charged and BSNL Exchange is functioning without interference from the line it
is to be discussed whether the earlier burning of cards etc. is due to the charging of the line
concerned or due to any other reason.

Members may deliberate.

BSNL has furnished Compliance Report for the last meeting. A copy is enclosed at Annex-III.

C. NEW AGENDA ITEMS

C.1 Whether PTCC approval is needed for Power Cables

At page-172 of PTCC Manual, the relevant extract is given below:

“Power cable should have the shortest length of parallelism with BSNL cables.  When high
voltage cables 11 kV and above, has a parallelism exceeding 0.8 Km with BSNL cable should
be marked in the topo map for suitable recommendation, which implies power cables of length
less than 0.8 Km need not be marked in the topo map.  Hence for many power proposals of
length less than 0.8 Km, Telecom details need not be called for, which considerably eases the
work of both BSNL and EB authorities.”

At page-170 - 171, guidelines for laying UG power cables is mentioned. It is also mentioned
that BIS did not accept inclusion of PTCC Guidelines in their existing specifications of BIS. It is
observed that in the guidelines, PTCC requirement is not indicated, and instead only required
clearances are given.

Members may deliberate.

C.2 Agenda received from Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company limited
(MPPTCL)

Madhya Pradesh Power Transmission Company limited (MPPTCL) vide letter dated 07/04/2018
has sent agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-IV.

Members may deliberate.

C.3 Agenda received from Kerala State Electricity Board limited (KSEBL)

Kerala State Electricity Board limited (KSEBL) vide letter dated 09/04/18 and 19/4/18 has sent
agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-V.

Members may deliberate.
C.4 Agenda received from Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC)

Damodar Valley Corporation (DVC) vide mail dated 09/04/2018 has sent agenda for the meeting,
a copy is enclosed at Annex-VI.

Members may deliberate.



C.5 Agenda received from APTRANSCO (Transmission Corporation of Andhra Pradesh
Limited)

Transmission Corporation of Andhra Pradesh Limited (APTRANSCO) vide letter dated 04/04/18
has sent agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-VII.

Members may deliberate.

C.6 Agenda received from Chhattisgarh State Power Transmission Company limited
(CSPTCL)

Chhattisgarh State Power Transmission Company limited (CSPTCL) vide letter dated 17/04/18
has sent agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-VIII.

Members may deliberate.

C.7 Agenda received from Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam limited (RRVPNL)

Rajasthan Rajya Vidyut Prasaran Nigam limited (RRVPNL) vide letter dated 13/04/18 has sent
an agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-IX.

Members may deliberate.

C.8 Agenda received from Punjab State Transmissions Corporation limited (PSTCL)

Punjab State Transmissions Corporation limited (PSTCL) vide letter dated 16/04/18 has sent an
agenda for the meeting, a copy is enclosed at Annex-X.

Members may deliberate.
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